
Process of Recovering 
 

From Other People  
 
 
 

1) I went out to buy stationary so I could feel like a proper writer but 
instead I spent $72 on vitamins. Sometimes I need to ask my doctor 
important medical questions but she emails me back in Comic Sans. 
When I'm run down the corners of my mouth split, not because they're 
dry but like tearing a wet piece of paper. D, B Complex, Zinc. 

  
2) Edie said to me last summer, “do you realise you're dating Woody Allen?” 
I never really recovered. It occurred to me, suddenly, that my relationship 
was Annie Hall (1977) incarnated, the most self-absorbed film ever made. To 
be in love with Alvy Singer is to be gentle, patient and compliant. 
 

There is something exquisite about being hurt very very 
carefully with intention and precision. Like a stick n' poke 
or a kitchen knife. Stomping up the stairwell of Two 
Hands to sit precious and waiting for your appointment 
with a wad of cash in your pocket. Hurting yourself, like 
sitting through an Annie Hall screening and rolling your 
eyes impossibly far back into your head. 

 
3) It's a strange affliction when nothing can articulate your mental state 
better than a gif. The best remedy for sadness is to become so sad 
that you are bored of yourself and then decide it's time to branch out 
to better emotions. Like nostalgia that doesn't make you feel sick or 
developing a giant crush on someone's online persona. 

  
4) Molly has great phrases about what it's like to be in love. Like feeling as if 
you've known someone your whole life or for 1000 years. We've met before 
on another planet, in a past life. Having fire in your blood, or being a magnet 
who found their magnet counterpart. To miss someone with your whole 
body. To stand in front of a friend explaining how this feels, shaking your 
shoulders and ringing your wrists. Listening to Molly talk about love makes 
me excited about love too and also makes me love Molly. 
 

On tinder, you asked me if I was ready to meet my 
prince. Only princes have egos like that. Your profile 
provides a list of idealisms for potential future matches. I 



think, ok - but what's in this for me? You would benefit 
from a night school course in digital marketing at 
Yoobee, your pitch is all over the place. I imagine myself 
on a date with you, schlepped on a bench at Golden 
Dawn, listening to you talk about yourself while I stop 
ordering drinks hours ago. Dying to go home so I can 
climb into my bed alone. Sprawled out across my 
mattress a like a giant, sobered, defeated starfish. 

  
5) Recently I decided to only wear soft clothing. I have 3 pairs of pants 
in black, beige and blue and 8 white t-shirts. There are other things 
but it dilutes my story to mention what that they are. I wear the same 
outfit most days and can fit all my toiletries in a small, black zip-case. 
Everything can fit into carry-on luggage requirements. You can make 
life very easy for yourself in this way. I didn't wash my hair for 6 
months. Bodies clean themselves, do we really need soap? Maybe 
yes. All my socks and underwear match. All cotton, all white, all Kmart. 
If you ever find me wearing sexy lingerie for you, I don't know what I'm 
doing. 

  
6) I forgot that I liked kissing until I kissed you. I worry about waking up in the 
morning and the spell being broken. 
 

-    I worry about not having a toothbrush with me at the hotel. 
-    I worry about stupid things like blow drying my hair at your 

apartment. 
-  I worry about drinking wine with you and then having an unromantic 

migraine in your bed. 
  
Sometimes it makes me feel better to remember that we live on a little 
tropical island in the Southern Hemisphere. That life is like a series of soap 
opera episodes, characters being unfathomably emotionally resilient to 
drama, freak comas, moral and topical issues, running into your ex(es). Living 
in a small town with season after season of myopic histories. 
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